
 

 

Dr. Claus Springborg 

Claus has worked with dance since 1995, when he began studying modern ballet. He started 

studying tango in 1999, and contact improvisation (CI) in 2010. He has taught tango and CI in many 

countries across Eastern and Western Europe. 

Claus has a master in musicology and a Ph.D. in the use of artistic processes and education. Besides 

teaching dance, he teaches meditation in various cities in Europe and publishes books and papers 

about his work. 

In his teaching, he merges art, spirituality, science, and fun. His style of teaching is highly 

experiential, relaxed, and humorous. 

About the workshops: 

Tango technique 

In these two workshops, we will focus on developing the basic dance technique that allows you as a 

dancer to have increased control of and variety in your movements. Practicing such technique will 

open up for infinite expressive variation of each single movement in your dance and it will increase 

the sensation of connectedness in the couple and the ability to ‘negotiate’ the finer details of each 

movement. In other words, it will increase your ability as a couple to match your dance to the music. 

1. From small to big – working with projections 

Leading and following projections is the foundation of many tango techniques, such as, volcadas, 

back crosses, linear boleos, and patitas. If you learn to lead/follow projections very clearly all of 

these other techniques become very easy. You will also gain the possibility of simply improvising 

movement with the free leg. 

2. Hanging out with centrifugal forces – working with colgadas 

Using the centrifugal force of the turn is fun and brings dynamics to the dance. However, to use 

these in a crowded milonga, one needs to have the technique to control this dynamic and not be at 

its mercy. In this workshop, we work on stability in the shared axis positions and on how to have a 

free choice in direction when leaving the colgada.  

Meditation 

Freedom, support, vitality, peace, compassion, joy, and love are the kind of experiences, which make 

life satisfying and enjoyable.  Most of us seek to get such experiences through career, activities in 

our free time, or through relations to family, friends, and partners.  However, in spite of all our 

efforts, we are often left wanting. 

In this form of meditation, we explore the felt sense experience of freedom, support, vitality, peace, 

compassion, joy, and love. In so doing, we come to realize that these qualities are always present. To 

feel them, we do not need to fulfil any external conditions, but rather we need to awaken our senses 

and pay more attention to the felt sense of the present moment and we need to pay less attention 

to our busy minds. 

 

 


